With reaching to extremely high intensities of heavy-ion beams new requirements for the detection system of the Dubna Gas-Filled Recoil Separator (DGFRS) 
Introduction
Significant success has recently been achieved in the field of SHE synthesis and studies of radioactive properties of superheavy nuclei. With the discovery of the "island of stability" [1] in experiments with 48 Ca projectiles at the Dubna Gas-Filled Recoil Separator, one can raise a question about sources and components of such a great event. Intense heavy-ion beams and exotic actinide target materials were certainly strongly required in experiments. However, final products of the DGFRS experiments were rare sequences of decaying nuclei signals. In this connection, the role of the DGFRS detection systems was crucial. Specifics of the DGFRS detection system is application of the "active correlations" method [2] [3] [4] . Using this technique, it has become possible to provide deep suppression of background products with negligible losses in the value of the whole experimental efficiency. Moreover, experiments at the DGFRS, when the above-mentioned method was not applied, yielded ambiguous results [5, 6] . To briefly clarify method application, a process block diagram is shown in Figure 1 . A short beam stop was generated by the EVR-α sequence detected in realtime mode. An extra time which is required for one cycle searching is shown in the Note that in most of the DGFRS experiments one of the two first alpha particle signals was used as a trigger signal for a break point in target irradiation. It is evident that application of the "active correlations" method will cause more than usual break points in continuous, long-term actinide target irradiation and, therefore, will result in additional losses in the experimental efficiency. With no any modification of the method, the loss value may reach tens of percents (~ 5-10 pµA intensity), which does not definitely contribute to success in challenging experiments which require a lot of resources. One should note that there are other problems related to high-beam intensities, except for detecting. For instance, the development of the rotating actinide target design is one of them. Additionally, this paper completes a series of works aimed to solve issues related to the DGFRS long-term experiment automation.
Two-matrix algorithm for real-time search for EVR 1 (…EVR n )-α sequences
It will be quite probable with extra high HI beam intensities, sequences like EVR 1 -(…EVR n -…)-α will sometimes be quite probable, though with a lower probability value than one for a single EVR-α sequence. Under these circumstances, it seems reasonable in addition to the standard algorithm [2, 3] to consider two or even more candidates for a starting recoil and thus construct some virtual "effective recoil"
in the PC RAM and to consider it's time as a registered alpha-decay life time value.
To take into account the above-mentioned scenario, two or even n: n >1 EVR's matrixes in the PC's RAM are strongly required, except for one matrix in the case of the standard algorithm. In Figure 3 , the flowchart of this process is shown.
In chapter 3, a general algorithm for the "virtual" recoil signal constructing is presented. 
Method variation for the case of non-definite relation EVR-α
It was V.B. Zlokazov who first recognized the importance of the theoretical approach to the non-definite mother-daughter nuclei relationship. He epitomized mathematically an equation system to search for an actual life time value [9] .
A more simplified mathematical approach for two candidates for recoil (EVR) was reported in [10] in the form of a transcendental equation relative to the actual life time parameter. That equation is presented below:
. (1) Here τ is the actual life time value, t 1 and t 2 are the measured times between the alpha decay and first and second recoil, respectively. In paper [10] ,using a simple iteration method, a 8µS time interval was found for 15 iterations, whereas additionally it was established that about a 3 µS (~3 iterations; i3-2100 CPU @ 3.10 GHz) time interval satisfied the condition of application of the real-time algorithm aimed at radical suppression of background products associated with the U-400 cyclotron beam.
Nevertheless, one may consider different values for statistical weights of different EVR signals, and sometimes it is useful to extend the above-mentioned equations to a more common case. a) Let us consider n candidates for the recoil signal and time sequence t 1 , t 2 ,t 3 ,...t n , respectively (Fig.4) . Of course, similar to [10] , the t n+1 signal is as follows:
Following the algorithm described in [10] , it is easy to obtain:
And with the one additional condition
In this formula <τ EVR > is an average time value between two neighbor recoil signals per a pixel. To some extent equations (2) and (2') one can consider as a contradiction. To this it is reasonable to consider (2') as a rough indication to the field of equation (2) b) More exactly to consider a statistical weight parameter taking into account a factor indicating to a pair of EVR's to be a random.
That is, .
c) In the approaches presented above, including [10] , similar recoil signals were considered. No difference/divergence was found in energy signal amplitudes registered with the silicon radiation detector. On the contrary, a semi-empirical relationship for the EVR's registered energy value was reported in [11] in the form of:
iii In this equation, E REG is the value of the EVR's signal registered with the PIPS (or DSSSD) silicon radiation detector and E in is the incoming (calculated) EVR's energy value. Taking into consideration the objective of this paper , any deviation from the mean value from (4) for i-recoil ( i n) can be introduced additionally to the w i value using the standard deviation parameter of the Gaussian distribution shape, like is reported in [12] .
The time-of-flight signal value can certainly be considered in the same manner, too.
∆E start/stop signals and their distribution (from "start" and "stop" proportional chambers [13, 14] ) may also be taken into account. To a first approximation, due to 6 TOF/∆E spectrum distribution is quite wide; one should consider a step-like function for this purpose, namely:
. iv (5) . Typical shape of ∆E signal spectrum is shown in Figure 5a .
Gaussian fit of the ∆E signal for (200, 3000) range is shown in the Fig.5b .
Therefore, for the case a) the weight function W i will be as d) The case of few candidates to α-decay is not significant enough to be taken into consideration due to a much lower rate of signals simulating alpha decay in the focal plane detector of the DGFRS.
Example of equation (1) solution for n=2
In Figure 6 (a,b) , a ten-step simple iteration process for the parameter 
Application of the combined method
The author has not excluded the combined (relatively recoil signal) method application.
In other words, when detecting a recoil signal, a shorter beam-off interval is generated by the DGFRS detection system. This trivial algorithm could obviously operate in parallel with the main one ("OR" principle), like it is shown in Fig.7 . 
Summary
Together with conservative approaches minimizing beam associated backgrounds, such as the construction of new electromagnetic recoil separators, fast chemistry, and design of a more perfect silicon radiation detector, the development of the "active correlation" method will definitely contribute to this aim. Moreover, this method will provide radical suppression of background products. The extension of the method is presented above and will undergo exhaustive beam tests in the very near future.
Of course, the development of new gas-filled recoil separators will contribute to the problem of background suppression too.
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Supplement 1. A few words about basic electronics module implementation
The first approach to the DGFRS spectrometer implementation was discussed in detail in [8] . This decision is based on single 16 in 12-bit ADC PA-1 about 1 µS conversion time application [8] and a special digital unit used to obtain the address of the back strip number of the DSSSD detector. Consequently, the description of the C++ code reported in [8] In Fig.8a ,b test spectra are shown in the right part of main window. FF-scale spectrum is shown in the left upper corner. Additionally, one general conclusion can be drawn here.
The prototype of new Builder C++ based software for the DGFRS has been successfully tested. 
